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For most organisations, while likely carrying millions or even billions of electronically stored documents, 
locating valuable information for compliance or regulatory purposes is virtually impossible in today’s 
digital age. That said, if your starting point is the impossible, then the only solution is to embrace 
technology to help better navigate the digital universe at the core of our varied institutions and 
environments.
Many regulatory investigations begin with an early morning knock on the door. What follows is a highly coordinated and 
technical “grab” of data, which will likely serve as the basis for any ongoing investigation. iDiscovery Solutions delivers 
training sessions on dawn raid preparation, focusing on technology and assisting “shadowers” for what to expect. To better 
understand whether your organisation is fully prepared, questions you should be considering are:

• Where does your data reside and how easily can it be accessed?

• Are there unique environments that create inherent issues when extracting data?

• Is there a well-defined information governance protocol in place to help understand both location and volume of potential 
data requests?

• Is there documentation in place outlining data storage?

• Are there individuals charged with supporting this internal understanding and who are they?

• If systems are shut down during the course of a Raid, are there measures in place to ensure there are no disruptions to 
business continuity?

• Is there a team in place to handle the requirements of the “Day”?

• Is there a clear understanding with regard to what happens next and the importance of timing?

At iDS Europe, we focus on which tools are best applied at the right time. Learning from decades of combined experience and 
working on some of the largest investigations in Europe and the US, our Directors/Consultants apply a strategic approach to 
electronic discovery and put advanced technologies back into the hands of our law firm and corporate clients. 

If you would like to hear more or would be interested in scheduling one of our well received  
“Dawn Raid” preparatory roundtable discussions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Inherent in the term “investigation” 
is the fact that one typically does not 
know what he or she is looking for or 
where to find it. 
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